The clock-and-wavefront model (CW) hypothesizes that the formation of body segments 9 (somites) in vertebrate embryos results from the interplay of molecular oscillations with a 10 wave traveling along the body axis. Our experiments, however, suggest that somites self-11 organize mechanically during a wave of epithelialization of the dorsal pre-somitic 12 mesoderm that precedes somite segmentation in chicken embryos. Signs of somite 13 formation first appear in the dorsal pre-somitic mesoderm, as a series of arched segments 14 of epithelial monolayer separated by clefts. The clefts seem to correspond to the position 15 of the eventual inter-somite boundaries. We develop a corresponding mechanical model 16 of epithelial segmentation in early somitogenesis in which a wave of apical constriction 17 leads to increasing tension and periodic failure of adhesion junctions within the dorsal 18 epithelial layer of the PSM, forming clefts which determine the eventual somite 19
). At any given rostral- 36 caudal position, a pair of nearly equal-sized somites form simultaneously on both sides 37 of the neural tube, between the ectoderm and the endoderm. These transient structures 38 are the precursors of vertebrae, ribs and many skeletal muscles, with many birth defects 39 associated with a failure in one or more steps in this long developmental process (Christ 40 et al, (1995) ). 41 42 Somitogenesis is strikingly robust to perturbations (both spatial and temporal). 43 Changes in the total number of embryonic cells or in the rate of new cell addition at the 44 caudal end lead to compensating changes in the size and timing of somite formation so 45 that the embryo eventually produces the same final number of somites as in normal 46 development (Cooke, (1995) ). One way to achieve this conservation of final somite 47 number is for the size of the somites to increase linearly (scale) with the speed of the 48 caudal-moving position of the determination front or with the rate at which cells join the 49 caudal end of the PSM. 50 51 Models seeking to explain somite formation include the 'cell cycle model,' which couples 52 cells' somite fate to their cell-cycle phase (Stern et al (1988) , Primmett et al (1988) ) and 53 reaction-diffusion models (Meinhardt (1982) , Cotterell et al (2015) ). Currently, the most 54 widely accepted family of models employ a 'clock and wavefront' (CW) mechanism 55 which combines caudally progressing waves of determination and differentiation with an 56 intracellular oscillator which determines cell fate based on its phase at the moment of 57 determination (Cooke et al (1976) ). Following the identification of the first oscillating 58 protein in the PSM (Palmeirim et al (1997) ), many computer simulations, of varying 59 complexity have implemented different CW models. Most CW models reproduce the 60 experimentally observed scaling of somite size with clock period, wavefront speed and 61 rate of elongation of the PSM (Hester et al (2011) , Tiedemann et al (2012) , Baker et al 62 (2006) ) caudal axis can induce the formation of intersomitic boundaries in locations not 70 specified by clock-and-wavefront signaling ( Nelemans et al (2017) ), suggesting that 71 mechanical mechanisms may be important in generating inter-somitic boundaries. 72 73 In 2009, Martins and colleagues imaged the morphology of cells during chicken 74 somitogenesis in vivo, showing that cells elongate, crawl and align with each other as 75 they form a somite ( Martins et al (2009) ). Cells in the PSM begin to change their 76 behaviors gradually from mesenchymal to epithelial long before the formation of visible 77 somites. Cells epithelialize gradually during somite formation, with epithelialization 78 beginning long before segments separate from each other. Our recent experiments 79 show that in addition to the classical rostral-caudal progression of epithelialization, 80 epithelialization begins along the dorsal surface of the chicken PSM and propagates 81 ventrally. As cells approach the time of the physical reorganization which generates 82 somites they gradually increase the density of cell-cell adhesion molecules at the cell 83 surface ( Duband et al (1987) ) and decrease their motility ( Bénazéraf et al (2010) ). 84 When somites form, these gradual changes lead to a discontinuous change, somewhat 85 like a jamming transition, where the tissue locally switches from extended and liquid-like 86 to condensed and solid-like (in zebrafish) and the cells in each forming separate from 87 those in the neighboring somite ( Mongera et al (2018) Figure 1A ). These cohorts are 95 about the size of somites suggesting that they define the groups of cells that will form 96 particular segments a few hours later.
98
These observations lead us to ask whether spatially and temporally periodic tissue 99 segmentation and somite boundary positioning could result from a mechanical instability 100 mechanism in the dorsal pre-somitic epithelium. We investigate a model in which a 101 continuous caudally-travelling wave of apical constriction in the pre-somitic dorsal 102 epithelium can lead to the sequential formation of periodic, spatially separated tissue 103 segments. Our 2D simulation of a cross-section of the epithelial monolayer under this 104 model can produce either constant-size segments or segments whose size increases 105 (scales) with wave speed and inverse rate of increase of apical contractility. A roughly 106 constant critical ratio of the wave speed to apical contractility build-up rate defines the 107 boundary between these two domains. A second critical ratio also predicts when this 108 mechanism produces spatially and temporally regular segments from irregular 109 segments. To observe cell morphologies during somite formation, we fixed and sectioned sagittally 114 chick embryos using a guillotine knife to produce planes of section almost perfectly 115 aligned to the embryonic midline along the entire body axis. We examined the embryos 116 using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Preliminary observations ( Stern et al 117 (2015) ) reveal that the dorsal region of the PSM starts to organize into a monolayer 118 comprised of progressively elongated (columnar) cells as early as 4-5 somite-lengths 119 caudal to the last-formed somite (S1). Figure 1A ). The 129 distances between sequential clefts and between the first cleft and the S1 somite is 130 regular and roughly corresponds to the caudal-rostral length of the future somites.
instability model for the segmentation of the dorsal pre-somitic epithelium. The model 139 has two components: a caudally-travelling wave of apical contractility activation that 140 leads to a gradual apical constriction of those cells ( Figure 1C ,D); and a maximum 141 tension load between neighboring apical sides that determines the appearance of the 142 clefts and segments the tissue ( Figure 1E 
where each term will be defined shortly. Our simulations have 4 key parameters, which we will vary systematically in this study: The standard values of all 4 parameters can be found in ( To analyze the behavior of our model with respect to variation in key parameters we 318 define and measure the following metrics: Table1) . We also looked at the evolution of the tension 380 profile for 3 sequential segments. As the wave passes, the tension between cell pairs 381 gradually increases, with the anterior-most pair with the higher tension ( Figure 3B and 382 green lines in Figure 3C ). After the formation of the anterior cleft/boundary the pattern is We first fixed the build-up rate of apical contractility and varied the wave speed . We 415 observe two regimes of the average segment size < > with respect to the wave 416 speed. For wave speeds below a critical value (< * ) average segment size < * > 417 was constant, but increases as a power law with exponents close to ¼ for faster wave 418 speeds (> * ) ( Figure 4A ). The critical value of the wave speed * for the change to 419 the scaling regime, as well as the average segment sizes < * > before scaling 420 depends on the value of the build-up rate ( Figure 4B) . These results suggest that the 421 discrete spatial compartmentalization of the tissue in cell units poses a lower limit on 422 segment size as a function of ( Figure 4B ). In fact, our simulations in absence of a 423 wave already indicates that the maximum tension a cell pair can reach depends on the 424 number of cells within a forming segment ( Figure 2B) , so for slow waves we expect the 425 cleft always appearing at the same size intervals. Next we fixed the wave speed and varied the build-up rate of apical contractility . 457 Average segment sizes < > decrease logarithmically with higher build-up rates, but 458 became constant after a critical value of * (Figure 5A,B) . As before, segment sizes 459 outside the scaling regime (< * >) depends on the value of the wave speed used in 460 the simulations ( Figure 5B ). Again, these results can be understood in light of the way 461 cell pair tension scales with segment size ( Figure 2B ). For slow build-up rates (< * ), 462 the sole factor determining segment size is the wave speed, with faster waves adding 463 more cells to the forming segment before the boundary formation ( Figure 4A ). For Figure 6C , green and blue regions). Note that we use the word constant in contrast to 485 the size scaling of the segments with respect to either or , there is still a small and 486 gradual change in segment sizes within the green region in Figure 6C (see 487 Supplemental Figure 1 ).
489
The parameter space in Figure 6C also contains a grey region where the combinations 490 of and leads to simulation artifacts. All data from this region were discarded in our 491 analysis. The orange region and dashed boundary line will be defined momentarily. Table 1 ).
500
Grey region indicate parameters combinations that lead to simulation artifacts. The above results show that initial segment sizes increase with faster wave speeds 533 ( Figure 4A ) and slower build-up rates of apical contractility ( Figure 5A ). However, there 534 seems to be a higher limit on segment sizes. After their initial formation, larger 535 segments are prone to split as the cells within them continue to increase their apical 536 cytoskeletal activity strength ( ) and tension keeps building up until a new splitting 537 event occurs near the middle of the formed segment ( Figure 8A,B) .
539
While the occurrence of a splitting event is proportional to the initial segment size 540 ( Figure 6C ), the wave speed has a more direct effect on the frequency of splitting, 541 with higher build-up rates only delaying the appearance of splits ( Figure 8D ). Together 542 these results suggest that our mechanical model of segmentation sets a higher limit on 543 segment sizes depending on the speed of the wave with respect to the build-up rate of 544 apical cytoskeletal activity ( Figure 8C,D) . Our results, however, did not point out to a 545 specific ratio of / as predictive of a transition to a higher frequency (>0.1) of splitting 546 events, but rather a nonlinear function = 0.6 * 0.7 for the boundary between stable 547 segments and splitting segments (dashed line in Figure 6C ). So far, we had used a fixed apical to apical tension breaking threshold = −7500. 560 We now test the effects of varying the threshold at which tension causes the coupling 561 between neighboring cell's apical domains to break. At the extreme limit of | | near 562 zero, the average segment size gets closer to 1 cell unit. Conversely, at high enough 563 values, the tissue never segments and remains a single monolayer. As the magnitude 564 of the breaking threshold increases between these ranges, the average segment sizes 565 also increase, as expected ( Figure 9A ). Note however, that the splitting frequency is 566 higher for low values of | |, and zero for high values, with segments breaking in 567 more than once for threshold values around = −2000 ( Figure 9B ). Segmentation as a function of cell shape aspect ratio 580 581 In the somitic tissue, cells dynamically elongate while the process of boundary formation 582 takes place. Since we have kept the length of the cell fixed for our simulations, we now 583 evaluate how segment size depends on the aspect ratio of the cell ( = 584 ℎ ℎ / ℎ). Figure 9C shows the average segment size < > and delay < > as a 585 function of cell aspect ratio. As expected, the more elongated they are the more cells 586 can be packed into a segment. The delay, however, is a concave curve with respect to 587 with a maximum around = 2. This can be understood as follows: the wider the 588 cells ( < 2) the harder it is to pack them into a segment made of wedge-shaped cells, 589 so apical tension builds up quickly and clefts happen sooner, thus reducing both the 590 segmentation time (blue line in Figure 9D ) and the spatial delay between activation and 591 boundary formation compared to the standard case ( Figure 9C) . Conversely, the more 592 elongated cells ( > 2), the greater the number of cells that can be packed into a 593 segment and the longer it takes for consecutive boundaries to form. However, since the 594 segments themselves are larger, the spatial delay, which is calculated in terms of 595 segment sizes, also decreases. Figure 9D also shows that the segment splitting 596 frequency (red line) is significantly higher for low aspect ratios, which can be understood 597 as a result from the packing constraints that expedites the accumulation of tension 598 between apical cell pairs and make them more prone to splitting. 599 600 601
